SPECIFICATIONS (MODELS: SCV-80022 AND SCV-80022-R)

BATTERY CABINET

NOMINAL VOLTAGE: 240 VDC
BATTERY TYPE: 72V/9Ah
NUMBER OF BATTERIES: 20

TYPICAL RECHARGE TIME: 7 HOURS (RECOVER TO 90% CAPACITY)
FLOAT CHARGING VOLTAGE: 273 VDC
CHARGE CURRENT (MAX): 4 A/HRS

WEIGHT: 136 LBS (61 KG)

ENVIRONMENTAL

OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -10°C to 40°C (14°F to 104°F), THE BATTERY LIFE WILL DECREASE WHEN > 25°C (77°F)
ALTITUDE: <1000m (3281 FT), 2000m (6562 FT) MAX
IF THE UPS IS INSTALLED OR USED IN A PLACE WHERE THE ALTITUDE IS ABOVE THAN 1000M, THE OUTPUT POWER MUST BE DECREASED ONE PERCENT PER 100M

HUMIDITY: 0-95% RH AT 0°C - 40°C, NON-CONDENSING
UL LISTED TO UL 778
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DIMENSIONS
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